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Amnesty report
The pattern of human rights violations established over several years remains

substantially the same'

In a statement to the UN Committee of Decolonisation,
dated 20 August 1984, Amnesty International said it 'con
tinues to be gravely concerned at the situation of human
rights in East Timor'.
Amnesty reminded the Committee that in a submission

made twelve months earlier it had expressed its concern
'that, since the invasion of East Timor in December 1975,
Indonesian forces in the territory had systematically and
persistently engaged in cruel and brutal conduct con
stituting serious violations of human rights'. Nothing has
changed. 'The pattern ofhuman rights violations establish
ed over several years remains substantially the same', the
statement says.

The principal human rights violations of concern to
Amnesty during the period August 1983 to August 1984 are
given as follows:

Torture manual

'While Indonesian officials have denied outright the
authenticity of the military manual*, the Government has
produced no evidence to substantiate such a claim in the
year since the manual was made publicly available. Further
more, to Amnesty International's knowledge, the Indo
nesian authorities have not taken steps to countermand
standing policies which condone torture and exlrajudicial
killings, nor have they instituted or enforced safeguards
which might prevent the recurrence of these violations'.

Arbitrary killings of non-combatants

The report says Amnesty has received several reports of
arbitrary killings of non-combatants in connection with the
fresh Indonesian military offensive which got underway in
August 1983.

The Kraras massacre

' Several mutually independent sources (have) alleged that
as many as 200 persons in the village of Kraras, Viqueque,
were killed by Indonesian troops soon after the killing of 16
Indonesian soldiers on 8 August 1983.'

Hauba killings

Amnesty has received information that 'approximately
100 men living in the vicinity of Hauba near Bobonaro in the
West of the territory were taken into custody and killed by
Indonesian troops in March 1984'.

Individuals executed

'In the vicinity of the village oi Hato Udo near Ainaro

several persons are reported to have been killed by Indo
nesian troops on suspicion of having links with Fretilin in
cluding supplying the latter with food; on the basis of such
suspicions, a 42 year old man named Manuel was reportedly
killed on 19 March 1984 and one named Nuno was killed on
29 March. A group of four persons comprising two brothers,
Moises and Lourenco Araujo, Joao Xavier and one Oscar,
were reportedly executed on 29 May 1984 for having alleg
edly had contact with Fretilin. In Baucau in the East of the
territory three men, Tomas da Silva, Jacinto da Silva and
Vicente Fretias, were reportedly taken by Indonesian troops
from their village, Bucoli, to district headquarters in the
town of Baucau on 30 May 1984, again on suspicion of hav
ing had contact with Fretilin. They were reportedly killed by
Indonesian soldiers that same night.'

Disappearances

Several hundred people have been arrested since the
beginning of the offensive in August 1983. Of these, says
Amnesty, a substantial number had 'disappeared'. Amnesty
'fears, on the basis of its own inquiries, that some of these
persons were executed after being taken into custody or died
as a result of torture. Others are reported to have been sent
to places of detention outside East Timor proper, to Bali or
.  . . Atauro, where they are held without charge or trial'.

Unfair trials

According to the report, 23 people had been tried on
political offences as of the end of March 1984 and 200 other
cases were scheduled to be prosecuted in the civil Dili
District Court. Amnesty comments that 'in view of reports
indicating that Indonesian forces in East Timor have con
tinued to operate outside the framework of the law and of
information casting doubt on the fairness and impartiality of
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A mid-1981 picture taken surreptitiously at the Immigration counter at Bali's Tuban airport by an Australian photographer. Bali is the last main airport
before eastern Indonesia; the sign on the notice-board warns officials to 'Check all foreign passengers visiting Dili and Kupang', the capitals of
the two provinces of Timor. The Indonesian government does not wish foreigners to view the Timorese situation and severely restricts access.

the trial proceedings themselves, Amnesty International
does not regard this development as marking a significant
change in the human rights situation in the territory'.

An Amnesty request to observe the trials was turned
down by the Indonesian Government.

Access required
Amnesty criticises the Indonesian Government for not

responding to inquiries about the situation and for failing to
take corrective action. 'Access to the territory by inter
national bodies should be facilitated', says the statement.
* This military manual comprises nine Indonesian Army documents cap
tured by Fretilin guerillas in December 1982. The documents, which include
torture instructions, have been authenticated by Amnesty International.

UN again defers Timor
debate
Discussion of East Timor by the UN General Assembly was
again deferred this year, but the issue has been listed for the
40th General Assembly session in 1985.

The proposal to defer was initiated by Portugal and
moved by Iceland. Two reasons were given: uncertainty
about the actual situation in East Timor, and the fact that
consultations were continuing between the UN Secretary-

General and the parties involved. It is also believed Portugal
preferred to postpone the issue rather than risk losing the
vote though there is no evidence that Portugal had engaged
in vigorous lobbying for the Timor cause in the run up to the
General Assembly.

Australia's Foreign Minister, Bill Hayden, made no men
tion of Indonesia or East Timor in his address to the world
body.

UN documents criticised

The UN has published two reports on East Timor in
recent months.

The singularly uninformative Secretary-General's Pro
gress Report (July 1984) was reviewed in East Timor Report
No. 8. It is little more than a list of the meetings between the
UN, Portugal and Indonesia since early 1982. Commenting
on the report in a letter to the Secretary-General on 10
August, the Chairman of the British Parliamentary Human
Rights Group, Lord Avebury, correctly pointed out that the
UN has confined its efforts to Portugal and Indonesia and
has made no effort to consult the East Timorese themselves.

'Is a comprehensive settlement of the problem possible
without the direct involvement of those most affected by any
settlement, namely the East Timorese?' Avebury asked the
Secretary-General. 'Frankly I do not think you will succeed
unless you follow the dictates of common sense and Resolu-

Australian Catholic Orders
support Timor Church
The President of the Major Superiors Conference of Religious Orders
in Australia, Sister Elizabeth Murphy, sent the following letter of
solidarity to the East Timorese Church in July 1984:
'Dear Brothers & Sisters in Christ,

Recognising that the Church is a sign and instrument of
the Kingdom, we the Major Superiors of Religious Orders
in Australia write to express our heartfelt support for all your
efforts to bring about a just and lasting peace in East Timor.
We know that this is the deepest aspiration of your people.

We write to you as a neighbouring Church, remembering
our strong historical ties, and in response to your repeated
calls especially to Christians to recognise your struggles lor
justice and a peaceful resolution to the people's hopes. We
know the people of East Timor look to you, the leaders of the
Church, for strength in their desire to preserve life, human
dignity and cultural identity in their land. Many are the vic
tims of other people's decision to violently impose their
solutions.

We are deeply saddened by nine years of war causing
almost continued suffering. We are now aware that the
military occupation has had a devastating and irreparable
effect on all sections of the population. It has been instru
mental in widespread famine and malnutrition, family
disunity, enforced separation from traditional land, an alar
ming increase in the number of orphans and widows and
disregard for the rights of religious belief, human respect,
personal property and life itself. Above all we are most con
cerned by the lack of opportunity given to the people of East
Timor to participate in decisions affecting both their socio
political future and the economic, cultural and even family
affairs of daily life.

We are told that many social and economic benefits have
been offered to the people. It is not our competence to make
political assessments of either side. While we continue to
pray for reconciliation wc can see that no conclusive solution
is imminent. Radically alternative solutions are now called
for, and in such a situation we feel it is our right and duty to
stand behind the People of God in your country as they
search for the Truth.

In this we recognise your expressed wish that the interna
tional community be given full opportunity to scrutinise
events in East Timor and to assist in a just resolution ol the
present impasse. As followers ofjesus Christ we feel we can
not condone any attempt to resolve the disenchantment and
oppression of the people of East Timor through the exercise
of military power, dislocation and harassment.

While we continue to offer our prayers and material
assistance through appropriate channels we request your
direction and suggestions concerning what we can do to help
you proclaim the good news of freedom and justice for the
people of your country.'

Asian youth assembly
backs self-determination
A gathering of some 300 Asian youth from 25 countries held
in India in September 1984 has called lor the withdrawal ot
Indonesia's armed forces from East Timor and a dialogue
between Indonesia and Fretilin.

The meeting was held in New Delhi, 25 September —
October 10, and was the fi rst major ecumenical youth
assembly in Asia in 20 years.

Organisers were the Christian Conference ol Asia (CCA)
Youth Department and the World Student Christian Feder
ation (WSCF) of the Asia/Pacific region.

A Timorese refugee now living in Darwin, Ms Mimi Fer-
reira, addressed the conference.

Indonesian delegates opposed any discussion on East
Timor at the conference on the grounds that the territory is
now a province of Indonesia. The delegation engaged in
what some participants described as 'intimidatory' tactics
and walked out of the debate on the final resolution.

The adopted resolution reads in full:
'This Assembly shares the deep concern of the worldwide

Christian community at the continuing sufTerings, violence
and abuse of human rights in East Timor;

expresses its solidarity with the Church and the people of
East Timor in their struggle for peace and justice;

joins with the head of the East Timor church, Mons. Belo
in calling for a ceasefire, the withdrawal of the Indonesian
armed forces, and a dialogue between Indonesia and the
Fretilin-led resistance;

urges the UN Secretary-General and the Portuguese
Government in their elTorts to achieve a political settlement
to uphold the right of the East Timorese to self-
determination;

urges each delegation to this assembly to seek support for
a settlement of the East Timor conflict.'

Church sources in Australia report that after the
Assembly the Indonesian Council of Churches (DGI) mov
ed to censor the CCA officials responsible for the assembly,
but that the moves failed.

Portuguese YMCA alarmed
at oppression in Timor
The national director of the Portuguese YMCA, MrJ. Pena
Ribeiro, has requested the World Alliance of YMCAs in
Geneva to publicise 'the tragic East Timor affair' as 'the best
way to help that oppressed people'.

His message, dated 14 August 1984, reads in part: 'The
Portuguese National Alliance of YMCAs cannot avoid to
direct the world's attention and very specifically the
attention of all men of good will to the poignant tragedy of
the people of East Timor. As a Christian movement, deep-
rooted in Asia and Australia, the YMCA must be concerned
with the disregard and violation of human rights in that part
of the world'.

Noting that the UN 'has already recognised the rights of
the East Timorese people to self-determination' the message
joins with the former head of the Catholic Church in East
Timor, Mgr. da Costa Lopes, in issuing a 'Christian alert in
defence of human rights'.
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The War Against East Timor analyses Indonesia's military and political
strategy to subjugate and integrate East Timor since General Suharto's inva
sion of this former Portuguese colony in 1975. The authors, Carmel Budiard-
jo and Liem Soei Liong, present for the first time a comprehensive account of
the current resurgence of Fretilin, which is the national liberation movement
of the people of East Timor, following its earlier defeat in 1977-78.

Nine secret Indonesian Army documents, captured by Fretilin guerillas in
December 1982, are here published in translation. They constitute an extra
ordinary manual of counter-insurgency operations, as well as demonstrating
how real is Fretilin's renewed challenge to Indonesian annexation.

Published November 1984.
$14.95 plus postage
Available: East Timor Office,

183 Gertrude St, Fitzroy 3065, Australia.



tion 37/30, and include the East Timorese on your agenda of
consultations . .

The other document on East Timor to come out of the

UN was a Working Paper on East Timor prepared by the
Secretariat of the UN Decolonisation Committee. This also

attracted strong criticism. Roger Clark, Professor of Law at
Rutgers University, and Jose Ramos Horta, the Fretilin
representative at the UN, both challenged the Paper's exten
sive and uncritical use of Indonesian Government supplied
information and the downplaying of information from other
sources, including the Catholic Church in East Timor.

Bill Morrison and

Benny Murdani
A news item in the Indonesian daily Sinar Harapan (25
October 1984) has drawn attention to the long and close rela
tionship between Bill Morrison, the newly appointed
Australian ambassador to Indonesia, and General Benny
Murdani, the Indonesia Armed Forces (ABRI) Com-
mander-in-Chief.

The following extracts are from this item:
'The decision to appoint Morrison to Jakarta is correct

and I feel confident that it will be acceptable to the Indo
nesian Government. This is not only because Morrison fre
quently visits Indonesia but also because of his close ties with
ABRI officers and other senior officials, which have existed
ever since he held the post of Defence Minister in the
Whitlam Government'. This statement was made by Peter
Hastings, Sydney Morning Herald Foreign Editor who knows
Morrison very well. Hastings accompanied the Australian
Parliamentary Delegation to East Timor last year. The Mis
sion report by Morrison, Chairman of the Mission, was
positive towards Indonesia, and when reported to Parlia
ment helped strengthen the position of Hawke and Hayden
during the debate in Parliament, and was strongly attacked
by the left in the Labor Party.
'Several months ago . . . he indicated in a meeting with

Sinar Harapan his wish to be placed in Jakarta. He says he
feels very "at home" there.

'Morrison is a former career diplomat with 19 years
experience, before becoming involved in Federal Parlia
ment politics in 1969. His links with Indonesia go back to
1956 when he, as a young Australian diplomat, was placed
in Bangkok as Third Secretary. It was at this time that he
met up with a young ABRI officer who was also placed in
Bangkok to assist the Garuda airways administration sec
tion.

'Their very close friendship became even closer when in
1967 they were both transferred to the same place, Kuala
Lumpur. This young ABRI officer is none other than Benny
Murdani, now ABRI Commander-in-Chief.'

Morrison has taken an antagonistic Whitlam line on East
Timor. In a speech to the national conference of the ALP in
July 1984, for example, he attacked those who supported
self-determination for East Timor and attacked Fretilin,
falsely accusing the latter of initiating the civil war in 1975
and declaring that only 1% of East Timorese support
Fretilin today.

In a telegram of protest to the Australian Prime Minister,
Mr Hawke, on 4 November 1984, the Australia East Timor
Association (AETA) said it believed its opposition to Mor
rison's appointment 'is shared by significant sections of the
Australian community and the ALP , . . His appointment is
not in the best intcre.sts of the Timorese people or of
Australia-Indonesia relations', said AETA.

ACFOA calls for talks
At its annual council meeting in Canberra, 15-16 September 1984, the
Australian Councilfor Overseas Aid (ACFOA) adopted the following
resolution on East Timor:

'This Council wishes to confirm and restate AGFOA's
recognition of the inalienable right of the East Timorese
people to self-determination and independence in accor
dance with the United Nations charter and condemns Indo
nesia's continued military occupation and widespread
abuses of human rights in East Timor.

Accordingly this Council:
1. urges the Australian Government to take initiatives at

appropriate international forums, especially the United
Nations, designed to ascertain the views, attitudes and
wishes of the East Timorese people and the Fretilin
leadership with the object of promoting genuine dialogue
between the combatants and bringing hostilities to an
early conclusion;

2. calls on the Indonesian Government to allow the im
mediate resumption of the ICRC's full range of human
itarian services in East Timor, to give free access to inter
national human rights and relief agencies, and to allow an
independent, non-government, fully resourced, in
vestigative mission to visit East Timor to ascertain the
current situation with particular emphasis on the needs
and aspirations of the Timorese people;

3. calls on the Australian Government to admit to Australia
Timorese refugees seeking admission to this country,

4 declares that Australia-Indonesia negotiations on the
Timor gap sea-bed boundaries should proceed only if
they do not result in a recognition of Indonesia s
sovereignty over East Timor;

5. shares with the Australian community a grave concern
regarding: . ,
a. the continuation of Australian military aid to n o
nesia;
b. Indonesia's transmigration plans for East limor.
This Council reiterates its strong commitment to the

Indonesian people and rejects any inference that its support
for the universally-accepted principle of self-determination
is anti-Indonesian.' ..
ACFOA is the co-ordinating body for some 60 Australian

non-government organisations involved in the fields of
development education and aid.

Indigenous Peoples
Conference condemns
Indonesia
The first Pacific Region Conference of the World Council of In
digenous Peoples was held in Canberra, 25-27June 1984. Repre
sented. were the Aboriginal, Kanak, West Papuan, Polynesian,
Hawaiian, Micronesian, Torres Strait Islander, Maori and East
Timorese peoples. Jose Ramos Horta addressed the conference.
The following resolution was carried unanimously:
'Be it resolved that the Pacific Region Council of the

World Council of Indigenous Peoples condemns the inva
sion of East Timor by Indonesia and its perpetration of
genocide on the indigenous people of the area.
'Be it further resolved that the Pacific Region Council

demands that the United Nations Security Council Resolu
tions on East Timor be put into effect immediately.
'Be it further resolved that the Pacific Region Council

condemns the policy of transmigration practised by Indo
nesia to gain political ascendancy over the indigenous people
of East Timor, and urges the governments of Australia and
New Zealand, as members of the United Nations Commit
tee on Decolonisation, to give assistance to refugees from the
Indonesian invasion'.

Fretilin peace plan
'The only proposal of substance for
resolving the conflict presented to
date.'

The Fretilin external delegation in Luanda, Angola, has made
available in three languages the official Fretilin peace planfor
East Timor.

It reads in full asfollows:
'Between the 20th and 23rd of March, 1983, in
liberated territory of East Timor controlled by Falintil
(the Armed Forces for the National Liberation of East
Timor), Fretilin and Indonesia decided to begin a pro
cess of dialogue. The objective was to end the eight
year long war which was still far from over.

'Fretilin has always considered negotiations as the
best way to achieve a definite overall solution which
would respect the interests of the Maubere People and
the states of the region. Only the adventurism of the
Indonesian military hawks led the Indonesian and
Maubere Peoples into a war during which both
peoples have been sacrificed, suffering incalculable
material, human and moral losses.
'Under the leadership of Fretilin the Maubere

People have responded to the genocidal war directed
by the Indonesian Generals with a war of National
Resistance. They have thus proved their capacity and
determination to fight to safeguard their legitimate in
terests and just aspirations.
'When, at the beginning of 1983, Indonesia showed

its willingness to begin Preliminary Negotiations with
Fretilin, a new chapter in the history of the Maubere
People began — a chapter with the perspective for
peace that both peoples had longed for.
'Through its supreme military command, the

Revolutionary Council for National Resistance
(C.R.R.N.), Fretilin presented to the Indonesian
Government its Plan for Peace whose application
would guarantee, on the one hand, respect for the
rights of the Maubere People and their freely express
ed will, and on the other, a possibility for other coun
tries interested in the East Timor problem to follow the
process. Thus, on the 10th May, 1983, the President of
the Revolutionary Council for National Resistance
and the Commander in Chief of Falintil, Kay Rala
Xanana Gusmao issued a press statement which in
cluded the following:

'Fretilin declares that the Maubere People are conscious of
their insertion in South East Asia. Fretilin declares that,
because of this, it has never desired, does not, and never will

mts

desire that East Timor should be afocus for the spread of con
flicts. East Timor is a non-aligned country and follows a policy
of peaceful coexistence. These principles will regulate its rela
tions with all countries and strengthen the links of technical,
economic and cultural co-operation with its neighbours. The
Maubere People know that th^ must respect the interests of their
neighbours and also believe that their own legitimate interests
will be respected'.
'Despite the recommencement of hostility by Indo

nesia and its unilateral breaking of the ceasefire agreed
on the 23rd of March, 1983, as the first step in the
application of the Peace Plan, there is no doubt that
this today represents a fundamental instrument for the
political and diplomatic action of the Maubere People.
Its conception in the heat of armed struggle is a
guarantee of its maturity, gained in the accumulation
of eight years of political struggle. It is the only pro
posal of substance for resolving the conflict presented
to date.

'The Peace Plan, which was supported by the
Heads of State of Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea
Bissau, Mozambique and Sao Tome e Principe at the
Bissau Summit, in December 1983, constitutes a plat
form around which a politically and geographically
diverse range of countries that desire peace, progress
and justice can unite, and international solidarity can
be co-ordinated.

'1. In terms of the United Nations General
Assembly Resolutions 1514 (XV) and 1541 (XV), with
the mediation of the United Nations Secretary-
General, direct talks between Portugal, Indonesia and
Fretilin within the framework of the United Nations
should begin, to discuss:

a. The creation of a United Nations or Multi
national peacekeeping force, whose impartiality
would be an indispensable condition for guaranteeing
and putting into practice:
• A functioning Transitional Administration
• The correct implementation of decisions taken dur
ing discussions on the positioning of the opposing
forces — Falantil and the Indonesian Armed Forces.

b. The organisation of free and democratic con
sultation of the Maubere People.

c. Setting a date for the transfer of sovereignty.
2. Australia has the right to participate in the talks

as an observer.

3. Further observers can be accepted if they are
proposed in equal number by each of the parties refer
red to in 1. and agreed to by all of them.'

Fretilin on the move, East Timor 1983
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Supplement to ACFOA East Timor Report No. 9, December 1984

Urgent
re

human

IN
east TIMOR

The United Nations Human Rights Commission plans to consider the human
rights situation in East Timor at its meeting in Geneva, February-March 1985.

Austraha is a member of this Commission.

Please urge the Hawke Government to strongly defend the human rights of the
Timorese people at this important meeting. Write today.

At its national conference in July the ALP expressed its 'grave
concern' at the situation in East Timor. It called for access for
human rights organisations and for 'an independent international
mission to enter the territory to make an independent and impar
tial report on conditions'.

The approaching meeting of the UN Commission on Hunan
Rights is an excellent opportunity for Australia to act on this
policy. Australia is a member ofthis Commission for the first t:me
under the Hawke Government. The 42 other countries on the
Commission will undoubtedly be influenced by the position
Australia takes because of its proximity to East Timor.

At its last session in 1983 the Commission merely decided to
keep the issue under review. This might be good politics but would
have had no impact in Jakarta where responsibility for human
rights abuses in Timor rests.
A strong and specific resolution is needed. In line with ALP

policy Australia should call for an independent international com
mission of investigation into the human rights situation in East
Timor.

Access to Timor by reputable human rights organisations will
undoubtedly reduce human rights abuses. Calls for such access
have come from many quarters over the last twelve months
including 123 US Congressional Representatives, the Pope, and
international aid agencies. In its latest submission to the UN in
August 1984, Amnesty International re-stated its belief 'that
access to the territory by international bodies should be facilitated
.  . (Amnesty) is concerned at the difficulties faced by interna

tional organisations . . . in gaining such access'.
The UN Human Rights meeting is the time to press the Aust

ralian Government to heed these calls and that made by all sec
tions of the Labor Party at the recent ALP Conference.

Write today to:
1. Mr Bob Hawke,

Prime Minister,
Parliament House,

Canberra ACT 2600.

2. Federal Labor MPs.

And press release your message.
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Mgr. Belo (head of the Catholic Church in East Timor)
'We live under oppression. The Timorese want peace and liberty, but at present the whole of East Timor is like prison (July 1984)

Labor MPs

'Violence has become a way of life in East Timor'.
(23 Labor MPs to Portuguese Foreign Minister, September 1984)

ALP Policy
'The ALP indicates grave concern at reports of renewed fighting in East Timor and about the threats to human life and safety there, and
calls on the Indonesian Government to give free access to humanitarian relief teams, to international organisations such as Red Cross,
Amnesty and the Commission of Jurists, and to allow an independent international mission to enter the territory to make an independent
and impartial report on conditions'. (July 1984)

Pope John Paul II

'It is the ardent wish of the Holy See that all the rights of individuals be respected and that every effort be made to lighten the sufferings of
the (Timorese)people'. (July 1984)

'Amnesty International continues to be gravely concerned at the situation of human rights in East Timor . . . Thepattermof
human rights violations established over several years remains substantially the same'.

►Torture
'The Indonesian authorities have not taken steps to countermand standing policies which condone torture and extrajudicial
killings'.

►Arbitrary killings ,
'Several mutually independent sources (have) alleged that as many as 200persons in the village of Kraras, Viqueque, were ki c
by Indonesian troops soon cfter the killing of 16 Indonesian soldiers on August 8, 1983'.

'Amnesty has received irformation that approximately 100 men living in the vicinity of the village of Hauba near Bobonaro in the
West of the territory were taken into custody and killed by Indonesian troops in March 1984'.

►'Disappearances' and executions ^
'Amnesty understands several hundred persons have been arrested in East Timor since August 1983, particularly in the areas oj
Dili, Baucau and Viqueque. A substantial number of these persons are reported to have simply 'disappeared'. The organisation

fears, on the basis of its own inquiries, that some of those persons were executed after being taken into custody or died as a resu
torture'.

►Trials
'In the pastyear, the Indonesian authorities have also brought to trial a number ofEast Timorese charged with offences 9/^

political nature. However in view of reports indicating that Indonesian forces in East Timor have continued to operate outs
framework of the law and of information casting doubt on the fairness and impartiality of the trial proceedings themselves,
Amnesty International does not regard, this development as marking a significant change in the human rights situation in t
territory'.

►Exclusion of outside observers
'Amnesty regretted the refusal of the (Indonesian) government to grant access to international trial observers (including
Amnesty) . . ."



Australian MPs' letter
24 Australian MPs from both Houses of Parliament sent
separate copies of a letter to the Portuguese Foreign Minister, Dr
Jaime Gama, in September urging him to snake the 'tragic
plight ofthe Timorese people and the pressing need for ajust and
lasting solution the basisfor yourforthcoming discussions or the
issue with the Australian Foreign Minister, Mr Bill Haydm'.

The text of the two letters was the same and read in part:
'International diplomatic efforts must be intensified

to achieve ajust and lasting solution and to deter Indo
nesia from further repression which the last nine years
have amply demonstrated is not only criminal but
counter-productive. Indonesia must be pressed, in :he
words of Mgr. Belo, 'to begin a conversation with
Fretilin about bringing peace . . . otherwise this awful
situation will continue'.

'In this regard we have been encouraged to note the
strong expressions of concern about the situation in
Timor emanating from important bodies such as the
Vatican, the Indonesian and Portuguese Bishops Con
ferences, and significant sections of the US Congress.
The same concern is also reflected in the East Timor
policy recently adopted by the Australian Labor Par
ty, your own Government's new policy and activity on
the part of the United Nations Secretary-General. It is
our earnest hope that the spirit and momentum of
these statements and activities will be sustained and

increased.

'There can be no lasting solution, however, unless
the Timorese people, including Fretilin, are freely and
fully involved and their wishes respected.
'We respectfully urge, therefore, that in your talks

with Mr Hayden you press for a joint Australian-
Portuguese initiative directed at winning more sup
port for the UN Secretary-General to consult not only
Portugal and Indonesia, as is being done, but also the
Timorese people, including the Fretilin-led resistance.
'Were this to be done, the 1982 UN mandate, which

requests consultations 'with all parties directly con
cerned', may well prove to be the formula for the
peace which is so long overdue in East Timor.'

Signatories to the letter from the Senate were: Senators Gor
don Mclntosh (ALP), Alan Missen (Liberal Party), Colin
Mason (Democrats).

House of Representatives signatories were all from the ALP,
asfollows:

Peter Milton (Latrobe), Jim Snow (Eden/Monaro), John
Scott (Hindmarsh), Bob Brown (Hunter), Lewis Kent
(Hotham), Helen Mayer (Chisholm), Doug Everingham
(Capricomia), Jeannette McHugh (Phillip), Wendy Fatin
(Canning), Peter Steedman (Casey), Robert Tickner
(Hughes), Peter Staples (Diamond Valley), Gerry Hand
(Melbourne), Russ Gorman (Chifley), Lloyd O'Neil(Grey),
Andrew Theophanous (Burke), John Mildren (Ballarat),
George Gear (Tangney), Allan Blanchard (Moore), John
Saunderson (Deakin), Colin Hollis (Macarthur).

Hayden backs UN solution
on East Timor

The Australian Foreign Minister, Mr Bill Hayden, told a
press conference in Lisbon on 6 September 1984 that
Australia and Portugal both fully supported UN attempts to
resolve the Timor issue.

His visit to Portugal was the first ever by an Australian
Foreign Minister and came only several weeks after the

The Australian Foreign Minister, Mr Bill Hayden

adoption of a new Timor policy by the ALP at its July
National Conference.
'I pointed out to the President (of Portugal)', said the

Foreign Minister, 'that Australia supports initiatives of the
Secretary-General of the UN. We encourage them.
dorse what he's done to this point. We encourage further
dialogue on this matter'.
At another briefing he was to point out that this support

for the UN reflected the thrust of the new ALP policy- The
obligation of the ALP platform in its essence is to support
international initiatives designed to resolve this problem
. . . in particular initiatives by the Secretary-General of the
UN', he told an interviewer on 8 September.
However whilst conceding that the issue must be 'sorted

out satisfactorily to the people of East Timor' (and also Por
tugal, Indonesia and the UN), Hayden did not take on
board the proposal put by 24 Australian MPs that 'the
Timorese people including Fretilin' be directly consulted by
the UN Secretary-General. (5'^e^ox.)

Indeed he went out of his way to belittle Fretilin and their
capacity, claiming, according to the Sydney Morning Herald,
that Fretilin were reduced to pillaging Timorese villages and
were losing the support of their own people. (10 September
1984)
Even so Jakarta expressed its disapproval of the Hayden

visit to Lisbon. 'We (Indonesia and Portugal) can talk
directly if we want to and we never asked Mr Hayden to
mediate. Mediation will take place if the two countries ask
for it', the Indonesian Foreign Minister, DrMochtar, said in
Jakarta, {Advertiser 8 Septernber J984)
'We have no need for the Australian Foreign Minister to

interfere in East Timor.'
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